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H. Cummings 
named Executive 
in Residence 
Retired Citizens Bank president 
by Clare Eckert 
What's News Editor 
H. CUMMINGS 
· Herbert W. 
Cummings, 
retired presi-
dent of 
Citizens Bank, 
who has built a 
reputation as 
an esteemed 
colleague, 
financial 
visionary and 
community 
servant, has 
been named 
Executive in Residence at Rhode 
Island College. 
In announcing the appointment , 
RIC President John Nazarian 
praised Cummings as "one of Rhode 
Island's most capable bu siness exec-
utives and a true friend of public 
higher education. 
"Throughout his distinguished 
career, Mr. Cummings has been an 
energetic civic leader," the President 
Continued on page 8 
Maja Knezevic, 
Providence 
Class of 1997 
Psych major 
Recipient of: 
Departmental 
Award 
The past three years at Rhode 
Island College helped me develop 
in many ways. Through hard work 
and continuous struggle to fulfill 
most of the expectations that I 
imposed upon myself, I started 
appreciating the academic environ-
ment that I was surrounded by. 
Being away from my country, l 
found school and friends as an 
important source of emotional sup-
port in order to achieve my acade-
mic goals. 
One of the most important per-
sons who showed me what it means 
Continued on page 8 
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AT'S NEWS 
RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE 
Circulation over 38,500 
RIC receives $73,872 toward 
professional _ development 
program in Providence 
by George LaTour 
What's News Associate Editor 
S
chool reform in the 
Providence public schools 
was given a boost recently 
with the awarding of a 
$73,872 grant to Rhode Island 
College to collaborate with the city 
school department in a Professional 
Development Academy (PDA) to 
support a teacher evaluation 
process and thereby "ensure the 
how to deliver professional develop-
ment which meets the needs of our 
constituents. 
"It represents a partnership 
between the College and the school 
system in implementing high qual-
ity professional development tai-
lored to the reform agenda in the 
Providence schools." 
David E. Nelson, dean of the 
Feinstein School of Education and 
Human Development at RIC, 
termed school reform and the 
improvement of teaching and learn-
"It represents a partnership between the College and 
the school system in implementing high quality pro-
fessional development tailored to the reform agenda 
in the Providence schools." - Joyce Stevos, RIC Class of 
1965, director of strategic planning and professional development for 
the Providence school system 
career-long development of teach-
·ers and administrators whose com-
petence and actions influence teach-
ing and learning ." 
"The PDA provides an opportu-
nity for the Providence Public 
Schools and Rhode Island College 
not only to develop a unique part-
nership to support the Providence 
teacher evaluation process but con-
tributes to a partnership for other 
initiatives and activities in support 
of school reform in Providence and 
the state," said the PDA proposal. 
Joyce Stevos, director of strategic 
planning and professional develop-
ment for the Providence school sys-
tem, said the PDA "is an example of 
ing "major goals" of the Feinstein 
School. · 
"The delivery of meaningful expe-
riences requires the College to 
develop and initiate new systems 
for professional dev(:)lopment. 
"One aspect of this system 
includes 'tailor-making' meaningful 
programs for professionals that are 
reinforced by graduate credit. 
"The Providence School 
Department generously and wisely 
supports the creation of a new vehi-
cle to fulfill this goal - the 
Professional Development 
Academy. 
Continued on page 5 
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~CG funds safety 
and scholarship 
projects 
by Cynthia L. Sousa 
What's News Writer 
Funding for selected projects from Student 
Community Government, Inc. (SCG) that 
enhance the operation of the Rhode Island 
College community continues to grow. Most 
recently, members voted to approved 
$23,000 to establish a permanent phone 
bank in the Alumni House, and to purchase 
and install five emergency telephones on 
campus. 
Tony lmpagliazzo, SCG president, 
A FLASHING BLUE LIGHT is acti-
vated whenever one of the newly-
installed emergency telephones 
around campus are in use. Above, 
RIC Patrolman James V. Yeitz 
exp/.ains the system to Erica 
Jacobson, a resident assistant in 
Browne Hall, at the new telephone 
in front of the Art Center. (What's 
News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley) 
Continued on page 8 
Nationally acclaimed civil rights lawyer, Morris Dees, 
to headline African-American History Month 
Films, symposium, performances, food, music and exhibits also scheduled 
by Clare Eckert 
What's News Editor 
The public is invited to a month 
long schedule of activities at Rhode 
Island College to celebrate African-
American History Month beginning 
Monday , Feb. 3 , when the College 
will open the events with a noontime 
symbolic "ringing of the bells ." Lest 
We Forget , the selected theme of the 
month, will include films , sympo-
siums , performances, food, music 
and exhibits in Adams Library , 
Henry Barnard School and the Unity 
Center . 
Headlining the month with be an 
address by Morris Dees , a nationally 
acclaimed civil rights attorney from 
Montgomery , Ala. , who co-founded 
and is chief trial counsel for The 
Southern Poverty Law Center. His 
presentation on "Teaching 
Tolerance" will begin at 12:30 p.m. 
in Gaige Auditorium. The presenta-
tion, which is free and open to the 
tore et 
~fl~ 
~ 
U) 
~ 
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public , will be followed by a film pro-
duced by the Law Center; sessions 
on teaching tolerance and legal 
implications of intolerance, and a 
number of academic forums 
throughout the RIC campus of which 
Dees is expected to participate. 
Before leaving 
the College, 
Dees will be 
honored at a 5 
p.m. reception 
in the Unity 
Center on the 
ground floor of 
Donovan 
Dining Center. 
A graduate 
of the 
University of 
Alabama Law MORRIS DEES 
School, Dees 
became active in aiding minorities in 
court as a young lawyer. In 1971, he 
co-founded the Southern Poverty 
Law Center, a non-profit group that 
Continued on page 10 
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The Way We Were ... 
Thi s popular item in What's N ews will continue this year in order 
for you to be able to revisit your alm a mat er with a selection of photos 
fr om the pa st - the College's past, whether the current era (Rhode 
Island College) or past eras (Rhode Island College of Education or 
R hode Island State Normal School). We invite your contribution of 
old photos, along with sufficient information about each such as 
who's in the p hoto and what they are doing, the year it was taken and 
place (if possible). In the meantime, we'll continue searching our files 
for interesting pictures of past College life. 
This photo dates from May Day, 1954, according to Pat Miller Vandal, 
who sent it to us. She writes: "It was the 100th anniversary of R.I.C.E. 
and we were dressed in appropriate costumes for that time - including 
'pantaloons,' which we are showing off. The picture was taken on the 
State House lawn. I remember the day very well because as I crossed 
(Francis) Street my pantaloons slipped down to my ankles,(They were 
only knee high) and a policeman stoppe d the traffic so that I could pull 
them back up. " Left to right are: Edwina McDonald , Edie Anderson 
Lane, Diane Cartier Caswell and Pat Miller Vandal, all Class of 1954. 
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED: Kenneth Farrelly (right), an elementary/special 
education major, receives one of two scholarships awarded for 1996-97 by 
the Class of 1959 from President John Nazarian. Looking on is Professor 
Emeritus Henry "Hank" Guillotte, who was president of the Class of 1959. 
The recipient of the other scholarship is Isabelle Lemieux, a secondary/spe-
c i a I education major, who was not present for the ceremony, in the 
President's Office. (What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley) 
In memoriam -former Barnard teacher 
Virginia Wright 
Virginia C. Wright, 77, of Cranston, a 
teacher at Rhode Island College's laboratory 
school, Henry Barnard, for 18 years from 1953 -
to 1971, died Dec. 9 at Rhode Island Hospital. 
She was the wife of Louis F. Wright. 
Born in Attleboro, Mass., a daughter of the 
late Herbert and Beulah S. (Blaine) Crowell, 
she had lived in Cranston since 1935. 
She received her bachelors and masters 
degrees in education from the former Rhode 
Island College of Education, now Rhode 
Island College. She also had taught at the 
Dutemple Elementary School and the Oak 
Lawn School, retiring in 1979. 
She was an assistant adjunct professor at 
RIC for 1 O years. 
Mrs. Wright was a member of All Saints 
Memorial Church in Providence, the Signet 
Chapter No. 21, Order of Eastern Star, and 
the Rhode Island Retired Teachers 
Association. 
Besides her husband, she leaves two 
daughters, Deborah A. Byrne of Concord, 
Calif., and Susan B. Budnick of Philadelphia; 
two sisters, Jacqueline Lund of Gallipolis, 
Ohio, and Priscilla Smith of Atlantic City, N. J.; 
four grandchildren and three great-grandchil-
dren. 1 
A memorial service was held in All Saints 
Memorial Church. Burial was private. 
BIOLOGY AWARD: Tracey Mondor (left) a junior from Woonsocket, is the 
1996 recipient of the Mary M. Keeffe Award for excellence in biology. 
Presenting the award at ceremonies in Fogarty Life Science Building on 
Dec. 11, is department chair Jerry Melaragno. The award, named for the 
late Professor Keeffe, founder of the RIC biology department, carries with 
it a scholarship of $250. (What 's ,yews Photo by Gordon E. Rowley) 
MUSIC AWARD: Senior John Baldaia (center) is this year's recipient of the 
Sylvan R. and Helen Forman Music Scholarship. The award, which carries 
a $500 stipend , is presented by Prof. Robert Elam (right), chair of the 
Department of Performing Arts, and Helen Forman (left) during a holiday 
concert by the College 's chorus and symphony orchestra on Dec. 9 in 
Roberts Hall auditorium. The scholarship was established in 1992 by Mrs. 
Forman in memory of her late husband Sylvan. Baldaia, a Providence resi-
dent, is a music education major whose applied field is guitar. (What's 
News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley) 
CORRECTION: Th e caption in a photo graph on Page 6 of What 's News Dec. 
9 should hav e ind icated that Dr. Edu ina Mart ins-Roy (Upward Bound Class 
of 1980) is a p sych iatrist and Dr. G. Cristina Fig ueira (Upward Bound Class 
of 1983) an int erni st. · 
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It's a fit: exercise and academics! 
by Cynthia L. Sousa 
What's News Writer 
S
teve Ramockijogs 23 miles 
per week , weightlifts at 
least three times weekly , 
and regularly swims. It isn't 
that this professor of marketing at 
Rhode Island College is a profes-
sional athlete , rather , he believes 
that physical well-being goes hand-
in-hand with mental health and 
''being the best person one can be. " 
As an education, Ramocki, has 
been interested in the health bene-
fits of physical activity as they cor-
relate to the workplace. More 
specifically, it is his belief that 
physical education and fitness pro-
grams should be incor .porated into 
college curricula. To that end, this 
soft-spoken professor has designed 
an extra credit component into all 
of his classes. 
"Research strongly suggests, and 
to a large extent confirms, the rela-
tionship between physically fit 
employees and workplace effi-
ciency ," says Ramocki. "Employers 
want healthy employees. They're 
more productive, absent less fre-
quently , less stressed, less likely to 
be injured on the job, and usually 
possess a more favorable attitude 
toward their co-workers and jobs. " 
Healthy employees cost less to 
employ as a result, according to 
Ramocki. With companies dicker-
ing with insurance companies over 
health care premim:p.s, it is defi-
nitely in their best interest to hire 
people with healthy lifestyles and 
attitudes. The real push in this 
direction is rapidly approaching, 
Ramocki feels. 
The courses faculty members 
teach at RIC shape the attitudes of 
the student who will be going into 
the business and organizational 
arena. Ramocki feels that it impor-
tant to prepare students with 
healthy attitudes to work in com-
petitive workplaces following this 
new trend. 
"Education basically is self-
development, and this 
fitness/lifestyle dimension is going 
to prove pivotal to many of our stu-
dents' success," he said. 
Last semester Ramocki intro-
duced a fitness component in the 
courses he was teaching. With the 
help of John Taylor, director of 
intramurals and recreation at the 
HEALTH & BUSINESS: Participants in a project to combine business train-
ing and physical fitness are (standing I to r) Stephen P. Ramocki, professor 
of marketing ; Matthew Lombardi, a senior; Mitch Cohen, a junior, and John 
Taylor, director of physical fitness . Seated is Benvinda Dalomba, a junior. 
(What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley) 
30 points. "That would put them 
at a good fitness level." 
Senior marketing major Matthew 
Lombardi, from Smithfield, worked 
out about three times a week. He 
said the physical activity made 
him more relaxed. "It definitely 
makes you feel a lot better." 
Student Shirley Wu started the 
program with a very low cardiovas-
cular level (1 %). She admitted hav-
ing trouble keeping up with her 
sister who often asked her to go 
walking . By the end of the semes-
ter , Wu had improved her cardio-
terns and made them happier and 
more productive. 
"T.he healthier you are, the bet-
ter you think," DaLomba stated. 
Ramocki arid Taylor were 
pleased with the positve results of 
this first-time effort. 
"Many of them realized how ben-
eficial physical activity is. Their 
seif esteem improved and they 
had more energy," said .... "It then 
became evident to them that they 
would be more attractive to 
employers than graduates who are 
inactive and not leading healthy 
"Research strongly suggests, and to a large extent confirms, the rela-
tionship between physically fit employees and workplace efficiency," 
says Ramocki. 
RIC Recreation Center , a program 
which included cardiovascular, 
flexibility, abdominal and body fat 
components, was offered to the 
· students. If the students completed 
the program, they would earn 
extra credit on their final course 
grade. 
Taylor met with interested stu-
dents and conducted fitness pro-
files on them and followed up with 
individually designed programs. 
"The program used a point sys-
tem starting with low level exer-
cises. The more demanding the 
exercise, the _more points the stu-
dents would achieve ," Taylor says, 
adding that the desired goal was 
vascular level to 87 %. Then her sis-
ter had trouble keeping up with 
her! 
Junior Mitch Cohen, a computer 
information system major from 
Cranston, agrees. Cohen ·changed 
his eating habits and followed the 
program and saw rapid results. In 
a few weeks he was feeling health-
ier and dropped over 10 lbs. by the 
end of the semester. 
Benvinda DaLomba also got back 
down to her ideal weight. The 
senior computer information sys-
tem major from Pawtucket and the 
others all agreed that feeling and 
looking better gave them more 
energy, improved their sleep pat-
lives." 
"Providing our students with 
the knowledge, attitudes and life 
development skills of physical 
development and healthy lifestyles 
is· all part of educating them and 
would provide tremendous career 
and personal advantages," says 
Ramocki. 
Ramocki also belie-ves a link 
exists between personal fitness 
and creativity, a subject he has 
done extensive reserach on. 
According to the professor , some of 
his best ideas are formed when he 
is working out. "This theory hasn 't 
been borne out yet, but I strongly 
suspect it will be in the next 
decade ." 
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Multimedia 
workshops offered 
This semester the 
Multimedia Center in Craig-
Lee Hall 132 will host a series 
of free workshops open to stu-
d en ts, faculty and staff at 
Rhode Island College. The 
workshops will explore some of 
the academic resources avail-
able to the campus community. 
They will feature both demon-
strations and hands-on experi-
ence. Participants can become 
. familiar with personal comput-
ers combined with interactive 
audio, video, digital and laser 
technology and see how they 
can be employed academically. 
Each week of the semester on 
Wednesdays from 12:30 - 2 
p.m., available software will be 
examined, concentrating on a 
different academic theme. 
The workshops with specific 
themes will be held on the fol-
lowing dates: Feb. 5-biology 
and chemistry (nursing); Feb. 
12-social sciences; Feb. 19-
anthropology and archaeology; 
Feb. 25-education and children; 
March 5-music and music edu-
cation; March 19-art and art 
history; March 26- art and art 
education; April 2-foreign lan-
guages; April 9-history; April 
16-foreign languages; April 23-
psychology and communica-
tiop.s; April 30-general :r:_efer-
ence. 
If the scheduled times are 
inconvenient, please call Ext. 
8714 to make other arrange-
ments. 
BreakAway-
Spring Break 
The Chaplains' Office is chal-
lenging students to break away 
from the standard or tradi-
tional Spring Break and offer 
themselves in service to the 
community. 
The Break Away Alternative 
Spring Break is "an excellent 
way" for students to become 
involved in the community, 
learn about justice issues, form 
new friendships, and learn 
much about themselves and 
the world in which they live, 
says Jim Montavon. 
The Alternative Spring 
Break will take place in inner 
city Philadelphia March 16-21. 
There will be an information 
meeting in the Chaplains' 
Office, Student Union 300, 
Monday, Feb. 10, from 3-4 p.m. 
or by personal appointment. 
For more information, contact 
Montavon at 456-8168 or stop 
in the office. 
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. Supp·,rt· 
Marguerite M. Brown, Diree:tor 
News from the Qffice of Development, 
the Rhode Island College Foundation and the Office of Alumni Affairs 
I thought I might take this first 
issue of the new semester to give you 
a sneak preview of the more compre-
hensive Giving Report which will be 
mailed to each of you this spring. 
Thanks to the friends and alumni of 
Rhode Island College, the 
Foundation posted a very strong 
year. 
The book value of the assets of the 
Foundation grew by 28.5 percent 
overall. Today, the Foundation man-
ages over 180 funds with a book 
value of over $3.5 million and a mar-
ket value of $4.4 million. Of the 
total funds held by the Foundation, 
55 p~rcent ·are held in endowment 
and support many of the scholar-
ships and special awards our stu-
dents receive. This year, for 
instance, the Foundation dispersed 
over $148,000 in scholarship funds. · 
Over 40 friends and alumni made 
gifts of $1,000 or more to establish 
new or enhance existing funds. 
Eleven new endowment funds were 
created during 1996. They include: 
Robert M. Young Scholarship 
Endowment Fund. Established by 
the family and friends of Robert M. 
Young, professor of biology, who 
served the College for 24 years. 
Fund to support the award of an 
annual scholarship in Dr. Young's 
name. $8,370.91. 
Burrill-Melcer Dance Resource 
Library Endowment Fund. 
Established in 1996 through the con-
tributions of Fannie Heleh Melcer 
and Billie Ann Burrill, professors 
emeriti of health and physical educa-
tion, and their friends and colleagues 
in honor of their more than 30 years 
of devotion to teaching, learning, 
and life. Purpose is to support the 
purchase of library materials on 
dance. $5,409.10. 
Student Leadership 
Scholarship Fund. Established by 
the Rhode Island College Student 
Community Government during the 
1995-96 academic year to honor and 
reward stude1;1ts who have made sig-
:p.ificant contributions to community 
life, both on and off the Rhode Island 
College campus. These annual schol-
arships will be awarded to those who 
represent models of involved and 
. committed students who can, simul-
taneously, balance academic 
demands while serving the larger 
community. $17,381.49. 
Robert D. Soule Technical 
Theatre Scholarship Fund. 
Established in 1993 by the friends 
and colleagues of Robert D. Soule, a 
man of the theatre whose career in 
scene design spanned four decades. 
· This annual scholarship will be pre-
sented to a student who demon-
strates a serious commitment to the-
atre and artistic talents in the field 
of theatre design. $7,599.10. 
Doris Palombo Memorial 
Endowed Scholarship Fund. 
Es -tablished in 1996 in honor of 
:polores Palombo by her family 1n 
recognition of Miss Palombo's 21 
years of exemplary service with the 
Cranston Print Works Company. In 
recognition that there are others 
who share Miss Palombo's dream, 
this scholarship fund is to assist the 
development of committed teachers. 
$8,233.70. 
Feinstein School of Education 
and Human Development. 
Established in August 1996 with an · 
initial gift of $500,000 from the 
Feinstein Foundation, this fund is to 
support the establishment of the 
Feinstein Enriching America 
Program at Rhode Island College. A 
second gift of $500,000 will be made 
in 1997. $530,792.20. 
Olga M. Lusi O'Brien '45 
Endowed Scholarship in 
Elementary -Education. 
Established in 1996 by Mrs. O'Brien, 
this fund was established in grati-
tude for the many benefits of a Rhode 
Island Gollege education so that 
other interested and deserving can-
didates can benefit and follow a 
career in education. $12.094.25. 
Drabienko Family Endowed 
Prize for String Instruments. 
Established in 1996 by Alicia W. 
Kestin in -memory and honor of her 
parents and brothers, victims of the 
holocaust and World War II. · 
Awarded annually to a student 
majoring in a stringed instrument. 
$5,015.22 ·. 
Alma Bishop Doler '30 
Endowed Scholarship. _ 
Established in 1996 by Alma Bishop 
Doley '30 to recognize and honor 
Rhode Island College and the contri-
butions the College made to her qual-
ity of life. This scholarship will 
assist an academically qualified stu-
dent who demonstrates financial 
need and strong character . 
$10,031.51. . 
Christopher J. Naylor 
Endowed Memorial Scholarship 
Fund. Established in 1996 by the 
family and friends of Christopher J. 
Naylor, a 1995 graduate of Rhode 
Island College's Masters degree pro-
gram in psychology. On December 
10, 1995, while working at. Intown 
Parking in Providence, Chris was -
shot and killed during a robbery. 
Awarded annually to a first year 
graduate student in Rhode Island 
College's master's degree program in 
psychology. $10,030.44: · 
Gladys Corvera and George K. 
Baker, Jr. Endowed Scholarship. 
Establishe\f in 1996 by Gladys 
Corvera Baker, a graduate of Rhode 
Island College's MSW program. 
Fund to support a scholarship for a 
Hispanic student in the School of 
Social Work. $9,975.00. 
- Future Endowments: 
Funds which have not yet reached 
the $5,000 minimum endowment 
level are held in a future endow-
ments account. It is the understand-
ing that the family, friends, and col-
leagues who establish these accounts 
have every intention of bringing 
them to the level of full endowp:1.ent. 
Once that level is reached, they are 
taken out of this account and appear 
as a separate named endowment in 
the list of funds. Sev~ral initiatives 
to build future endowments are cur-
rently underway: 
Juliet Romano Endowed 
Scholarship in Early Childhood 
Education. Established in memory 
of Juliet Romano, this fund will sup-
port a scholarship for a student in 
early chifdhood education. 
Matilda Segatore '29 Fund. 
Established through a bequest from 
from Matilda Segatore and gifts from 
'the family. Purpose yet to be deter- -
mined. · 
Patrick O'Regan Fund. 
Established to support an annual 
faculty award ·in memory of Dr. 
O'Regan. 
Ira Lough Fund. Established to 
support a student resource room 
named in honor of Dr. Lough. 
Bachelor's of Social Work 
Fund. Established to support an 
annual scholarship. 
In addition, the · Foundation 
received support for specific faculty 
projects from several foundations 
and corporations, including Ocean 
State Charities Trust, The Champlin 
Foundations, the Rhode Island 
Foundation, Textron and others. 
We look forward to providing you 
with a complete list of the funds held 
by the Foundation in late March-
and thank you all for your continued 
sµpport. · 
Nominations 
sought for alumni 
awards, Alumni 
Honor Roll 
Rhode Island College Alumni 
Association Awards Committee is 
seeking nominations for the 1997 
alumni awards and Alumni Honor 
Roll. Deadline for nominations and 
supportive material, which should 
be sent to the Alumni Office, is 
Feb. 10. 
Winners will be honored at the 
annual Alumni Awards Dinner 
Wednesday, May 7. -
Ellie O'Neill, interim director of 
Alumni Affairs, reminds the com-
munity that nominations are confi-
dential and should not be discussed 
with those nominated. Appropriate 
forms are available at the Alumni 
Office. In the case of the awards, 
nominations may he made via let-
ter or memo. 
The association alumni award 
program has been in existence 
since 1965. Awards are made in the 
following categories: 
Alu.mnus/Alumna of the Year, 
Charles B. Willard Achievement 
Award, Alumni Service Award, 
Alumni Faculty and Alumni Staff 
awards. '--1• 
In the latter three categories -
(service, faculty, staff), nominees 
need not be graduates of the 
-, College. · 
The Alumnus/Alumna of the Year 
must be an active member of the 
association and have demonstrated 
a continuing interest in the College 
• and the association by outstanding 
service and/or financial contribu-
tion. 
Nominees of the Willard 
Achievement Award will have 
brought honor to the College by 
achievement in his/her field. 
Nominations for the Service 
Award must have made contribu-
tions to the College of time, talent 
or resources or one who has made 
contributions to the state or nation 
which reflects the ideals of service 
to humanity to which RIC is com-
mitted. 
The Faculty/Staff awards shall 
be made to those who are employed 
by the College and who shall have 
made contributions to the College 
through exceptional competence in 
teaching, printed publications of 
special merit, initiative in research 
or development of a new program, 
or wide community or campus 
recognition for service. 
• Nominees to the Alumni Honor 
Roll, now in its sixth year, must 
have graduated from the College 
five or more years ago, must have 
achieved career success, and be 
considered a role model whose sue- -
cess demonstrates the value of a 
Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges 
The following st_udents have been 
named to Who's Who Among 
Students in American Universities 
and Colleges: 
Walter Joseph Accinno, Michael 
Almeida, Walid G. Bader, Jill L. 
Baker-Hanson, Renee M. Belair; 
And, Aimie E. Bergin, Michael 
E.S. Boisvert, Michael N. Browner, 
Jr., Bethany Heather Bryden, 
Kristen Calabro, Nair C. Cardoso, 
Steven Clapprood, Elizabeth S. 
Coelho, Linda Darlene Corsetti, Erin 
C. Costa, Colleen E. Creedon, Jeffrey 
S. Devolve, Elaine Marie Dickervitz, 
Patricia Jean Ferenc; 
Also, Marga ·ret McGuire Freaney, 
Margaret E. Gomes, Lisa Marie 
Grady, Marva V. Grant, Christopher 
D. Harrison, Anthony J. 
Impagliazzo, Erica L. Jacobson, Lyn 
M. James, Alonzo Tahi Jones, 
Elizabeth Jordon, Jay J. Kennedy, 
Rebecca M. King, Kelly Lange, 
- Angela Y. Lee, Amy M. Mastriano, 
Rodney McDonald. 
And, Regina A. Mercer, Marieanna 
Murphy, Keith A. Nabb, Elizabeth 
Randle, Dawn M. Romans, Amy L. 
Schauble, Judith A. Smith, David 
Upegui, Valeri~ R. Verducci, Robert 
A. 3/alker 
Also, Connie A. West, Christy 
Beaulieu, Kristen F. Vaillancourt, 
Joel Spears, Christopher R. Skurka, 
Alyssa B. Sigel, Todd Anthony 
Scungio, Brenda E. Robertson, 
Domingo A. Perez-Cruz, Jason 
Pamental and Yolanda Nazario. 
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TIE.S Project 'links' student teachers with 
technology 
RNfY NO 
LINKING VIA INTERNET: Jennifer Dos Santos, a Rhode Island cb11ege senior student teacher at the Waddington 
Elementary School, Riverside, explains her poster project to College President John Nazarian. Entitled "Journey 
North," the project followed the planting of spring flowers across North America. (What's News Photo by George 
LaTour) 
A selected group of elementary 
teacher education students at Rhode 
Island College - through Project 
TIES (Telecommunications 
Instruction to Enhance Science) -
developed their telecommunications 
skills over the past semester, thus 
encouraging them to utilize technol-
ogy with their students. 
Some 17 students were assigned to 
classrooms in four school districts 
and the RIC laboratory school, 
Henry Barnard, after a series of 
workshops were held to prepare 
them for student teaching in class-
rooms where telecommunications is 
utilized as a tool for instruction . 
These student teachers were 
involved in a variety of Internet 
activities with their cooperating 
teachers and have carried out a wide 
variety of projects with the children 
in their classes. 
A poster session was held Dec. 18 
in Donovan Dining Room-South 
which depicted their individual 
telecommunications projects. 
Begun last spring, two TIES 
grants totaling $11,000 provided 
seed money to get the project off the 
ground, reported Profs. Richard A. 
Green and Ezra L. Stieglitz of the 
elementary education department . 
RIC among six institutions in µ.s. Jo participate in 
program to enhance high school math teaching 
Rhode Island College has been 
named one of six institutions of 
higher learning in the United 
States to participate in the Institute 
for Advanced Study's High School 
Teacher Program for 1997-99. 
A multi-level mathematics pro-
gram aimed at researchers, gradu-
ate and undergraduate students, 
and high school teachers , its focus 
over the two-year period is to pro-
mote fundamental changes in the 
content and teach1ng of high school 
mathematics. 
Emphasis will be placed on the 
sharing of ideas on the methods of 
teaching and the use of computers 
to teach geometry, according to 
Alejandro Andreotti, assistant pro-
fessor of math at RIC, who is co-site 
director with Ann E. Moskol, pro-
fessor of math. 
RIC will get $6,000 a year for the 
program, plus $2,000 for each of the 
approximately seven high school 
teachers selected, the latter to cover 
the costs of two three-week summer 
sessions in Park City, Utah, says 
Andreotti. 
For high school teachers, involve-
ment in the program, which 
emanates from the Institute for 
Advanced Study in Princeton, N. J., 
is a two-year cycle of summer ses-
Professional development ------
continued from page 1 
He called the PDA "an example of a 
cost-efficient and site-based collaboration." 
The PDA is a new approach to the 
improvement of instruction and the 
evaluation of teaching performance, 
said the proposal. 
The PDA: Teacher Supervision and 
Evaluation Process calls for teachers 
to be evaluated in the "Five 
Dimensions of Teaching'' and "the pro-
tocols for teacher evaluation." 
The "five dimensions" are knowledge 
of students , of content, of pedagogy, of 
learning environment, and of learning 
communities . 
"Evaluating teacher performance for 
improvement is a valuable way to 
enhance the quality of elementary , 
middle and secondary school pro-
grams," noted the proposal. 
The proposal is consi stent with the 
standards for beginning teachers 
recently adopted in the State of Rhode 
Island and the Professional Teaching 
Standards for the national certifica-
tion of teachers. 
A cadre of 40 to 60 teachers will be 
prepared as trainers and coaches in 
the teacher-evaluation process. 
From this cadre , trainers will be 
selected to instruct non-tenured t each-
ers in the five dimensions of teaching . 
Persons who complete the PDA will 
be identified as coaches in their build-
ing to assist beginnin g teach er s. 
Trainer /coache s will r eceive appro x-
imately 40 hours of preparation on 
implementing the proper procedures 
(protocols ) for teacher evaluation. 
Invited participants will obta in three 
graduate credits (tuition free ) in port-
folio de velopment and will receive 
compens ation as trainers or coaches 
during non-school hours. 
The PDA program was initiated 
Jan. 15. 
sions linked with participation at a 
regional college or university based 
site. 
During each of the three-week 
sessions, the teachers will work 
with leading researchers, educators 
and other high school teachers from 
across the country. Monthly meet-
ings also will be held throughout 
the school year. 
In subsequent years, the teachers 
will work in collaboration with col-
lege or university faculty, translat-
ing their shared ideas into their 
own classrooms. 
Participating in supportive group 
activities with their colleagues, the 
teachers will continue to work with 
the college or university site direc-
tors to become leaders of reform in 
their schools , school districts and 
communities. 
Andreotti says they are looking 
for teachers with leadership poten-
tial "to communicate with other 
teachers about change in curricu-
lum and pedagogy." 
He said mailings are being sent 
to all high schools in the state to 
recruit these teachers. Selections 
will be made by March 15. 
Any teacher who is interested 
and who is not contacted should call 
Professor Moskol at 456-8038. 
Teachers must be supported by 
their school administration. 
Other colleges/universities partic-
ipating with RIC are Purdue, the 
University of Michigan , the 
University of Cincinnati , the 
University of Louisville and Rider 
University. 
The national program is now in 
its sixth year. 
In the spirit of 
holiday giving ... 
The Sports Medicine Club of 
Rhode Island College presented 
a gift basket of pain-relieving 
gel to the Rhode Island Deaf 
Seniors at the Silver Lake 
Community Center . Mike 
Nelson, club president and Paul 
Jussila, club treasurer, pre-
sented this gift on behalf of the 
club members to Francis 
Carrigan, president of the 
Rhode Island Deaf Seniors. The 
Sports Medicine Club also took 
part in Traveler's Aid's holiday 
collection of soap, shampoo, and 
other cosmetics for the home-
less. 
The Cooperative Playgroup 
at Rhode Island College raised 
$115 for the American Heart 
Association during the holiday 
season. The children partici-
pated in special events and com-
pleted an obstacle course set up 
by Mrs. Dwyer, a teacher at the 
co-op. In addition to learning 
about how to stay healthy 
through exercise and eating 
right, they also donated turkey 
and fixings to a needy family of 
eight. 
Meeting for student 
teachers 
A mandatory meeting for all 
elementary, early childhood, 
special education, and health 
and physical education students 
interested in student teaching 
in the fall of 1997 will be held 
on Wednesday, Feb. 5, from 
12:30 to 2 p.m . in Horace Mann 
193. Students must bring a copy 
of their Professional Admissions 
Probation Letter, if applicable. 
Alumni write books 
Todd C. Moody, a Rhode 
Island College Class of 1977 
alumnus and associate professor 
of philosophy at St. Joseph's 
University, recently published a 
book entitled Does God Exist? A 
Dialogue, through Hackett 
Publishing Company. 
In it, he maps the spectrum of 
philosophical arguments and 
counterarguments for the exis-
tence of God through dialogue 
among three fictional college 
companions. Call 317-635-9250 
to order ($5.95 paper; $1. exami-
nation copy, limit one; $24.95 
cloth.) 
North Providence resident 
Albert Peter Russo, RIC Class of 
1942, has written a book enti-
tled Take My Hand, an autobi-
ography dedicated to his par-
ents Carmino and Domenica. 
The book is described as "an 
odyssey, a long and absorbing 
and often nostalgic odyssey of 
one man's life, moving, witty, 
clear and uncluttered ... " by book 
reviewer Joe Fuoco. It may be 
purchased at the RIC book store, 
at the University of Rhode 
Island Providence Center, at 
Providence College, at Bryant 
College, at White Cross 
Pharmacy in North Providence, 
and at the Leonardo Da Vinci 
Community Center in 
Providence . 
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:Dean's £;st 1996 1a/l Semester 
eongratu/ations to tlte following full-time students wltP attained agrade point average Pf 3.25 for tlte 1996 fall semester. 
Gina M Abjomson Faith Birtwell Daniel J Cardarelli Carey De Felice Gina M Floriani Dawn M Hanley 
Walter J Accinno Jeffrey Bitton Emily A Cardillo Christopher T De Fraga Debra J Foley Sarah R Hannaway 
Susan M Acquaviva Sherry A Bizzacco Dennise S Cardona Jenny L De Gregorio Lori B Fontana Barbara S Hanosky 
Steven P Adamec Erika L Blais Nair C Cardoso Christopher B De. Guilio James A Forcier Dayna E Hansen 
Angela L Adamo JohnC Blake Nina C Cardoso Stefanie De Long Elizabeth A Forte Jill L Hanson 
Rhonda Adamo Christina L Blanchard Karen J Cardoza Sherry A De Macedo Michelle L Forte Kathleen A Hardiman 
Stephen T Addy Doris S Blanchard Joy M Carletti Michael A De Rosa Susan M Forte Sharon L Harmon 
Sandra R Aguiar Pamela A Blanco Angela M Carlino Gail A De Simone Jenna L Fournier Michael J Harrington 
Susan R Aguiar Cynthia H Blythe Donald L Carrara Manuel J Deamaral Joy E Fox Jordan H Harrison 
LisaAAhart Rachel L Bodner Lisa A Carresi BenM DelDeo Lucy M Fraioli Laura C ~artford 
Brandon M Akers Kim E Bogosian Alison Carroll Robin L Del Santo Heather L Francis AmySHarty 
Aleksandr Y Aksanov Bethany M Boisvert Heather L Carroll Alicia J Del Signore Tyler B Francis Jacquelyn M Hassell 
Robert W Albanese, III Catherine M Boisvert Sandra A Cartwright Michael A Del Signore Gina M Franco Christi M Hastings 
Amy A Albuquerque Michael E Boisvert David P Carulli Stacy A Delderfield Jaime L Francois Christopher V Hawkins 
Jennifer M Albuquerque Christopher J Bolduc Claudia A Carvalho Dana M Della Ventura Kimberly A Fratantuono Stephen D Heal, Jr. 
Stephanie L Alfano Robin A Bonin Fabio M Carvalho Danielle M Delle _ Fave Anthony V Frattarelli Lynn M Healey 
Lisa A Allam Samantha Booth Ligia M Carvalho Elizabeth A Demers Robin E Fratus Kristopher R Hedley 
Shelly A Allard Stephanie N Booth Lori Casali Jennifer M Demers John P Fredericks Joan L Hencler 
Luther M Allen Susan M Boragine Elicia M Castaldi James M Dempsey Jr Kristina H Fredericksen William R Hermans 
Dennis P Almeida Tr§l.CY A Borden Maryann Castigliego Albert A Denis Adam G Freedman Jennifer J Hines 
Daisy Almonte Cristina M Borges Hope A Cayer Erin C Denniga,n Michelle M Freeman Christopher S Hitchener 
Y anaiza Alvarez Jeffrey T Borozny Jennifer R Cerbo IBanda E Denosky-Smart Ana P Freitas Julia C Hodge 
Melissa E Alves Tracy Botelho Courtney E Cerce Stefanie A Descoteaux Susan Freitas Kristen Hoffman 
Debbie R Amaral David J Boucher Sharon J Chalmers Deana L Desjarlais Kerry L French AmyMHogan 
Julie A Amaral Beth V Bourassa Nicole R Chamalian Melissa M Desmond Michelle R Frigon James F Holbrook 
Lauren M Amaral Marie F Bourgery Tara M Chambers Valerie H Desourdy Jean C Fryburg Sharmey A Holloman 
Nancy M Amaral Timothy F Bourgery Kimberly A Charbonneau Kristen L Desvoyaux Sun Sang Fung Margaret M Horstmann 
LauraMAmes Michele A Bourgoin Amy Charron Jacques A Dextradeur Sherri L Fusco Alyson L Hosey 
Heather L Andersen Nicholas M Bousquet Melissa A Chenail Sarah A Di Cicco Holly A Gaboriault Kerri L Houle 
Sherri B Anderson Lori A Boutiette Donna M Chenot Joseph J Di Lorenzo, Jr. Suzanne M Gadoury Christine A Howard 
Stacey L Anderson Bonnie S Bouvier Melissa M Cimini Lisa D Di Martino , Robert E Gage Michael D Hughes 
Christine L Andrade Peter N Bowden Pamela J Cipriano Derri L Di Meo Jamie L Gaglione Kellie L Hurrell 
Jennifer A Andrescavage Russell J Bowden, II Mark R Clancy Mary A Di Palma Jeffrey R Gagnon Elizabeth A Hynes 
Christine Angell Christopher P Bowlby Jennifer L Clark Julie C Di Pippo Jessica L Galla Kenneth B Hynes '- ~ 
Darlene M Angell Cheryl L Bowley Karolyn E Clark Kimberly H Di Tusa Karen J Gallagher Ryan Hynes 
Desiree A Antonelli Stephanie L Boyd Susan A Clarkin Klaere Y Diaz Jill L Galligan Rebecca A Iannuccilli 
Jamie-Lynn Antonelli Allison L Boyden Kimberly A Cloutier Elaine M Dickervitz Meredith A Gallo Michelle Y Inman 
Lisa R Antonelli Shawna O Bradshaw AmyLClune Cheryl L Dickeson Stephen G Gallo Nicole M Interlini 
Michael J Antosia Malinda A Braet Jason P Colando Linda A Dix Tania A Gallone Sherri M Iozzi 
Krystl Arnold Christy J Brancatelli Matthew P Collins Elizabeth D Dobosz Joseph L Garcia TanyaMizzi 
Kanha Arounerangsy Christina A Branco Julie M Conca Kimberly A Dodd Jessica L Gardner TracyL Izzo 
John R Arrigo, Jr. Jennifer L Brandt Thomas P Conl9n Kristen L Dolce Andrea Garille Joy N Jackson 
Kimberly A Arruda Teresa L Brandt Stacie L Connors Johanne M Donahue Amy L Gartland Erica L Jacobson 
Nellie Arruda Ryan J Bridgham Richard A Conti Kathryn Dorazio Scott A Gaskell Sandra J Jacques 
Evelyn T Asante Heather A Brierly Barbara-Je A Conway Jennifer ,R Dos Santos David J Gatta Christina M James 
Kelley-Ann Asciolla Jennifer A Brodeur Jennifer Cook Catherine A Doucette Timothy F Gaulin LynMJames 
Stephanie R Atwood-Tucker Kevin J Brodeur Jonathan G Cook Kathryn A Doyle Elizabeth H Gay Jane C Jarvis 
MarkTAubin Mark V Brodeur Nancy B Cookson Alison E Drainville Carolina Gazzolo Juan Jeanniton 
Theodore J August, IV Randy R Brodeur Erin L Cooney Christy J Driscoll Lori C Geiselman Megan A Jennings 
Leigh V Avila Gregg D Bromgard Melaney Cordeiro AdamWDube LonMGelade India R Jensen 
Natasha J A.irelson AmyABrown Amaris A Cordone Kimberly A Dubois Peter J Gerard Amy Jervis 
Allyson C Ayotte Heather L Brown Maureen C Cordoni Jason R Duclos Linda M Geremia Lawrence H Jodoin, Jr. 
Lori J Backman Kristen L Brown Amy Correia Elizabeth L Dudley Steven R Geroux Jeffrey A Johnson 
Jennine M Bacon ScottJBrum Michelle Cortes-Harkins Lindsay L Dufault Kim P Gilligan Jeffrey E Johnson 
LisaMBacon Amy Bruno Erin C Costa DenaMDugas Brian F Girard Linda M Johnson 
Patricia M Bacon KyleJBryer JeanM Costa Dusu M Dulleh Karen R Giroux Craig A Jolicoeur 
Catherine B Badru Kelly A Buckley Erin C Costigan Patricia M Dumont Casey P Giuliani Alonzo Jones 
Jason S Baesemann Michael J Buckley Brenda M Cote LauraBDunn Karen J Gobin Elizabeth M Jordan 
Lori A Bailey Steven M Buckner Daniel R Cote Christiano L Dupont Dorene L Godfrey Andon P Joseph 
Steven M Bailey Nicholas C Budano Kelly A Cote Kenneth Duva Jennifer L Godin Renee L Jovin 
Angelika L Baker Diane M Bugner Richard F Cote Christine E Dwyer Laurie M-Goff Eric S Joyce 
Rouben Balagian Erica LBulk Alaysha A Cotton Michaela M Dwyer Natalya Goman Robert T Jutras 
Donna M Balcom LoriJ Bunte Jacqueline M Cottrell Malgorzata Dziadkiewicz AnaBGomes Jennifer L Kalaskowski 
John Baldaia Wendy A Buntel Todd J Couchon Carol Dzialo Helder M Gomes Ka-Lai C Kan 
Damien J Baldino Alissa J Buote Ellen C Coughlin William C Ebeling, III Margaret E Goines Alison N Kane 
Christine A Balkcom David A Burbine, Jr. Jennifer M Courtney Kristin N Edmondson Fernanda M Goncalves Pamela A Kane 
Joann M Barao Mary-Ann Burden Tara A Cousineau Jane Eggleston Tara M Gonzalez Peter A Karon 
Jeffrey A Barba Eileen M Burley Manuel D Couto Cynthia M Eldridge Jennifer L Goodreau Joshua J Kasper 
Danielle Barbato Elisabeth J Burton Christopher Couture Danyel M Elias Christine Gormley Adam J Keenan 
Manuel Barbosa Jeffery S Bush Julie M Cramer Helen M Eugenio Sarah E Gormley Jilian L Keenan 
Sara Barkett Bruce A Butler George E Crane Richard H Evans Darilyn A Gorton Barbara J Kelly 
Rebecca L Barone Christine M Butler Michael C Cranshaw Brenda L Evers Melissa D Goudreau Beth A Kelly 
Melissa L Barrette Erin L Butler Colleen E Creedon JohnJ Evers Edward J Goulart Mandy A Kelly 
Brenda M Barrie Jennifer Butler Jacqueline A Croft Lisa Fabrizio Michelle M Gouveia Michele I Kelly 
Jennifer M Barros Jessica J Butler Karolyn P Cross JohnMFagan Ipek Gozubuyuk Nicole C Kelly 
Rebekah R Bascombe Bryan M Byerlee Frances L Cruz Cariesan T Falck Kevin M Graovac Robert E Kelly 
Allison J Baxter Mary E Cabral Steven J Cullum Gennaro Fandetti Matthew P Graves Sean C Kelly 
Danielle M Beaudoin Stephen M Cabral Catherine M Cummins Christopher J Farias Alison R Gray Eva Kendrick 
Jessica L Beaulieu Rose M Cacchiotti Alan W Currie Derrick R Farish Bianca K Gray Christopher J Kennedy 
Kevin T Beaulieu Timothy J Cahalan Beth E D'Agnenica J acyee A Fascitelli Melissa M Gray-Stacki Jay J Kennedy 
Richard H Beauregard David P Caito Jason P D'Aguanno Victoria E Felaco Jennifer L Greene Michelle R Kenney 
Charlene M Begin Tanya Calamese Melissa A D'Amico Pauline L Feldhus Danielle K Gregoire Brent E Kermen 
Jeffrey G Begnoche Tricia A Calise Matthew D D'Arezzo Ariane Ferland Nichole Grenga Douglas W Keyes 
Renee M Belair Ruth E Calle Paul A D'Ercole Maria A Ferraro Joan Grenier Irina Khusid 
Christine M Benedict Bambilyn B Cambio Melissa B D'Urso Amy M Ferreira Marcia A Griffiths RuthE Kilby 
Thomas A Benoit John B Cameron Joao J Da Cruz Ann Marie Ferreira Melissa A Grove Paula King 
Michele L Berard Kimberly A Campbell Colleen R Damas Sandra R Ferreira Edicta M Grullon 
Fatima Bernardo Cheryl L Campion Ruth Daphnis Amanda M Ferriola Kerri A Guercia 
Mary K Kirkwood 
Susan M Kline 
Nancy M Bertrand Susan M Campopiano Gretchen J Dauplaise Susan M Fialo Roberto Guerenabarrena Maja Knezevic 
Kasey L Berube Michelle A Canavan RuiADavid AmyE Field Jennie M Guertin Freeman B Knowlton 
James J Betres Joseph C Capalbo Bethany A Davis Sharon G Fisher Greta A Guilbault Rachel J Kodos 
Michael Bettencourt Sherri L Caparco Julie A Davis Thomas K Fitzgerald Melissa D Guillet 
Jennifer M Bettez Mary A Caporelli Meaghan M Davis Melissa J Fitzpatrick Sara B Gurrie 
Katarzyna Kolodziejczak 
Jennifer L Bibas Joseph M Cappuccilli Denyse MDay Mardy J Flanagan Kate E Haggis 
Brooke K Kopka 
Julie A Korsak 
Charles G Bibeault Steven Capraro Margaret M De Angelis Peter R Fletcher Lara T Hakeem Kourtney J Kostka 
Rebecca E Binns Karen A Carbone Beata De Conti Jeremy J Flori Anna M Hanley Michael J Kozusko 
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Krzysztof P Krajanowski Ian A Maisel Gianfranco Monaco Maryanne D Perry Richard A Russo Isadodelis Tejada 
Christina M Kreckel Christine A Major Jennifer L Monahan Jason J Peters Jennifer L Ryan Jessica L Tellier 
Lori A L'Heureux Jason P Major Tracey J Mondor Eric J Petrosinelli John VRyan Mark A Tellier 
Anita L La Plante AlanMMal Eileen Montalto Tonia Petteruti Lisa S Ryan Melissa L Tew 
Melissa J Labbe Meghan L Maleski MarcJMoody Gerald P Pezzullo PaulGRyan Rebecca A Thereault 
Adam N Labonte Lisa A Mallozzi Nikki D Mooradian Jason M Pezzullo Rachel V Sadlier Ryan D Theroux 
Ronald J Labonte Leah Manchester ErinEMoore Tobi L Piasecki Patricia A Salvo Jennifer D Therriault 
Stephanie A Lacourse Andrea B Mancini Kerri A Mooty Michelle L Picard Sandra A Sandoval Jessica A Thibeault 
Douglas J Lafrance Tina Mangiarelli Kimberly J Morelli Filomena Piccolino Kimberly M Sanita Roxane D Thifault 
Tracy L Lafreniere Nicholas Maniatis Christopher A Morello Regina C Pierce Gregory Sansonese Robert E Thistlewaite 
John WLaiho Charles J Mansolillo John B Moretta Catherine E Pilkington Heather M Santilli John C Tigges 
SusanE Lake Angela J Manzi Phyllis A Moretta Shanan C Pimental Jonathan P Santini Amy L Tomczak 
Gisele T Laliberte Connie A Manzi Ellen M Morey Paul J Pinault Neil G Santoro Rebecca J Tomeny 
Ariela Lamb Jamie M Manzi Kerri M Morey Christina Pirolli Alison M Santos Christina A Toti 
SaraE Lamb GinaFManzo Bridget L Morisseau Alycia A Pitassi Isabel M Santos Pamela J Trafford 
Tammy M Lamberto JohnRMara Linda M Mosher Claudinne D Plante Jennifer L Sargent Cara M Tramontano 
Celeste Y Lamontagne Candace C Marandola Lisa A Mott Lauren E Plante Alivia J Sarno Robbie M Travers 
Jennifer L Lamothe Monique Marchand Joseph J Muccio Megan S Plante Diane Sattari Sarah E Tremblay 
Amy K Lamoureux Michelle M Marchese Donna M Mulford Aimee L Poirier Ifeather M Saunders Jennifer A Tropea 
John R Lamoureux Bryan A Marcotte Robert L Mullen Yira F Polanco Lisa M Savage Maria Tsimikas 
Renee Lamoureux Laurie A Marcotte Kathleen D Mullins Patrick A Politelli Kerri L Savasta Melanie L Tulli 
Maria C Lancellotta Richard E Marcotte Melissa M Murano Amy M Pompetti Kimberly M Savasta MeteTunca 
Amy B Lanctot Timothy D Marcotte Joan M Murphy Nicole M Ponton Jill A Savini Craig P Turcotte 
Kelly A Lange Jennifer L Mardo Kerrie M Murphy Rebecca J Poole Roberta M Savoie Jennifer L Ulbin 
Scott D Langlais Gina-Marie Mariani Laura L Murphy TonyRPoole Vincent A Sbraccia David I Upegui 
David R Lapham Lissa M Marinaro Marieanna Murphy Rose M Potanas Amy L Schauble Joseph S Urban 
Audra L Laplante Wendy KMarkham Maryellen Murphy Agnieszka Potega Timothy J Scott Marc Vachon 
Kristina M Laplante Kristen L Marques Elizabeth A Murray JohnDPrata Kristen E Scully Kristen F Vaillancourt 
Kristin L Larocque Maria F Marques Sarah B Nadeau Christine E Prescott John C Sellechio Krista M Van Dale 
Daniel M Larson Jesse D Marsden AdamLNagle David C Previte / Tara A Seltsam Kristin Van Wormer 
Maleeha A Latif Jeffrey A-Marsella Gina M NardoJillo Kristin J Prior Bernice L Senape Zella M Vargas 
Shazia Latif Jason D Martin Sherry L Nassi Kristine L Proude ReneeD Sepe Tanisha N Varner 
James ELaurie Amy J Martineau Jam.es B Naughton Michele M PI'oulx AmandaM Sequin Christine M V artabedian 
Elizabeth A Lauzon Amy E Martini Amanda J Na.wt Kathleen A Provost Matthew P Serniuk Debra S Vasterling 
Kari-Ann Lavallee Jennifer L Marzilli ~. Angela J Nava Patricia J Pryor Christopher M Shamp Dennis J Ventetuolo 
Lisa L Lavergne Sherri L Matheu Yolanda M Nazarib Jacqueline M Quetta Jessica M Shaw Eric Ventw;a 
Celeste M Lavigne Sabina Matos Breta M Nelle Melissa A Quilty Barbara A Shoren Stacey L Ventura 
Keith M Lavin Amy G Mattingly Elizabeth J ~elson Keri A Quinlan Mary-Jane ,Shorts Angelica Vessella 
Melissa A Lawrence Tracey A Mattos Jennifer A Nelson Nicole M Rabideau Rosalind A Sibielski Kelly M Viens 
Michelle D Lawrence Joceline M Maurais Jennifer L Nelson Kimberly A Raffa Aakif M Siddiq Patricia Vigneau 
TamVLe Jessie A Maurice Lo:mL Nelson Jason J Rainone Alyssa B Sigel Edean Villa 
Stacey L Leach Natalie A Maxwell Donna L Newman Shana L Ramaglia Karyn L Signore Lisa-Jean Vincent 
Kerrie L Leamy Bridget A Mayer Renee M Newsham Jeanne M Ramos Jennifer Silva Elena A Vingi 
Erica A Lebrun l• ~ Mark W Maziru:z Staci L Nick~rson_ , j~~ Kimberly A R~os ,,. Jennifer A Silva Cristina M Viveiros 
Jeff R Leclair Amy L Mc Qlurg Jill M Nicotero Michelle A Ramos Kim L Silva - Leah C Voccola 
Michael E Leclaire Meghan Mc Cormick David LNoble Lisa Ramzi Melissa M Silva Marina Volok 
Peter M Leddy Shannon M Mc Creery Melanie Nobles Donna M Rapoz!l Michelle M Silva-Cohen Stefano Vranca 
Marsha I Ledoux Kelly A Mc Dermott Christine M Noel Edith Rappaport Julie Silvestri Bethany J Wagner 
Margaret Lee Patricia A Mc Dermott AmyENolan Lauren E Raspallo Susan D Silvia Victoria E Waisome 
Joann G Lefervre Rocb;tey P Mc Donald ., Jennifer L Norato Alicia 1';,. Rathbun . Deborah A Simao John S Walker 
Alicia M Lefort Dorothy E Mc Donough Sandra L Novak Karen M Rathbun Julie A SimmoJ1s Kerry L Walker 
DawnCLeipf Kellie A Mc Donough Enrica P Novello Lincoln K Read Shapnon E Simpson Robert A Walker 
Cristina Leite Jonathan J Mc Dowell Jeffrey P O'brien Christina R Reall Magen L Slesinger Christine AW alsh 
Suzanne R Leja Timothy M Mc Puff Stephen J O'Blenis Jennifer L Reed AdamDSmith Dennis P Walsh 
Justin A Lemery Jaimee L Mc Elroy Jennifer L O'Donnell Kyle,RReed Elizabeth Smith Kerry JW alsh 
Isabelle Lemieux Donald C Mc Evoy Diana M O'Dowd SheriLRego Emily C Smith Peter R Walsh 
Linda C Lepere James P Mc Evoy Diane B O'Kelly Bobbie C Reid Judith A Smith Robert A Walsh 
Robin Letherer Amanda Mc Gannon Cherie A O'Rourke Amanda L Renaud Julie A Smith Hui Wang 
Carin R Letourneau Laurie A Mc Grath Carla ~J Oliveira 
Bonnie L Renfrew Kristen J Smith Kate WW arburton 
Matthew C Leveille Lee P Mc Illmail 'Mary A Oliver 
Melissa A Renzoni Nicole T Smith Scott P Waterman 
David R Levesque Alison C Mc Kay Patrick V Orleck Diane Resendes Raina C Smith Heather M Watson 
Jeannine Levesque Christine M Mc Kenna JillC _Orr Robert A Reynolds Sonia M Smith Ann C Wattendorf 
Andrea M Lewandowski Lee A Mc Kenney Heather E Osborne Melissa D Rhynard Bruce H Snell Jenna E Wayland 
Robin B Lewis Ellen M Mc Kenzie Nicole L Ottaviano 
Flor De Ma Ribezzo Sharon C Soares Scott R Weber 
Michael J Liberatore ShannonB Mc ,Laughlin Thomas A Ouellette 
AmyRRic~i ' Kassia 'E Sojka Connie A West 
Olivielly Lima Julie A Mc Murry Lisa M Owensby Corey J Ricci Jennifer R Solsberg Erin K Weyand 
Nicole A Lind Judith A McNulty Katherine S Pach~co 
Julie M Ricci Kelli L Soscia DawnMWhite 
Stuart B List Aaron W Mc Quade Stacey L Pacheco 
Jeffrey Riccitelli Jacob C Sosnowski Maryelizab Whiting 
Mark R Liston Robert W Mccabe Christina M Paesano 
Heather M Richardson Christopher L Souea AudreyR Wilburn 
Gustavo A Loaiza Amie M Medeiros Nina E Palumbo 
Sarah Riggs Eliza Sousa Idalina C Williams 
Heather J Lockwood Elizabete M Medeiros Domenic A Pantetra Kevin M Riley Melissa M Sousa Kristen A Williams 
Anthony A Loffredio Gina M Medeiros CarolAPapa 
Rebecca A Riley Thomas J Spadoni, Jr. Wendy L Williams 
Jason P Logie Heather AMeegan Derrick T Papa 
Tamra A Ringeling Bonnie L Spano Renee E Wilmouth 
Jean N Lomastro Charles Meehan Lorraine M Papa 
Steven R Rioux Melissa D Spatcher Emilie B Wilshire 
Melissa L Lonardo Damon M Melidossian 
Brian Pappas AmyPRitter Leanne R Spinelli Andrew J Winter 
Aimee C Longo Thomas J Mello 
Nathan J Paquet Kimberly L Robert Renee L Stearns AmyMWintle 
Gina M Longolucco Virginia J Mello 
Kathleen R Paquette Kerri A Roberts Kerri A Stenovitch Melinda A Witt 
Helene M Longpre Eneida A Melo David M Parkerson 
Brian K Robinson Brian M Stevens Jennifer M Wobst 
Elizabeth V Lopes Sandy Melo 
Maria D Pascale Rebecca E Robitaille Eric R Sturtevant AmyEWood 
Michelle P Lopes Alfred.A Melucci, Jr. 
Elisabeth Pasek Anal Rocha Jesl'!ica P Sullivan LisaMWood 
William O Love Jazmine Mena 
Lisa D Pasonelli Jeanne M Rocha Mark A Sutyla Nathan J Wood 
Rebecca A Low Danielle Menard 
Diana Passaretta Tani11 Rocha , Kimberly A Swanson Jo-Ann M Wordell 
Andrew H Lozier Tina M Mendes 
Frank P Patalano Kerissa L Roderick ChonaleeA Swetnam Ella Yanko 
Salvina Lucci Suzanne L Mendonca 
Jennifer L Patricio Ann Marie Rogers Rosa C Taboada Geoffrey L Yeagley 
Sonia MLuedke Christopher W Meo 
JayDPaul Julie B Rogers Laurie A Tagen Sarah J Zagaglia 
Bethany L Lupo Michael Mercier 
Lauren I Paul Michelle J Rondeau Melissa A Talbot Lorraine A Zahm 
Donna L Merlino Louise Paul Kerri L Roposa Susan L Tarbell Yolanda Zalewski TinaMLupo 
Michele A Metivier Laurie A Payne Amoenia J Rose Stephanie L Tariela Jennifer L Zambarano Sally A Lynch 
Erica M Meyer Jessica L Peipock AmyLRose Alexandra Tarro Daniel J Zariczny Jaime M Lytle 
Brian P Mac Dougall Linda R Michaud 
Monica S Pellegrino Melissa A Rose Antonio F Tavares Andrea B Ziobro 
Bonnie M Mac Kay Linda J Middleton 
Robert N Pellegrino Susan Rose-Watts Carla Tavares Nicole A Zoraian 
Carmela Mac Knight Jennifer L Mignanelli 
Michelle M Pelletier Kimberly A Rossi · Mark E Tavares Marianna Zotos 
James J Mac Knight TomOMiller 
Michelle P Pendleton Angela K Rourke Tessa M Tavares 
Bonnie J Mac Queen · Jennifer L Mills 
Beth A Perry AdamJRoy Laurie A Tedeschi 
Christopher A Mink DayeE Perry JonRRunk Kerrie E Tehan Jennifer A Macedo 
Heather L Mitchell Kathleen M Perry Jennifer M Rqssell Brenda Maguire 
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SCG funds projects 
Continued from page 1 
referred to the Alumni House phone bank as a 
neccessity. ''The beneficiaries of the center will 
be the students who receive and enjoy 
enhanced financial aid distributed through the 
Alumni Fund." Last year more than $80,000 in 
financial assistance was given to students. 
According to Marguerite M. Brown, director 
of development and executive director of the 
RIC Foundation, most money raised by the 
Alumni Association is through the annual 
phon-a-thon. Although the phon-a-thon 
fundraising has been successful for the last 
several years, students and staff participating 
have worked under less-than-ideal circum-
stances, Brown noted. "A centralized phone 
bank was needed to reach maximum achieve-
ment potential." 
Cheryl Precopio, assistant director of devel-
opment for the annual fund and Ellie O'Neill, 
interim director of alumni affairs, were both 
"grateful" to SCG for their generosity. Precopio 
anticipates the center, which will be available 
to other campus organizations for phon-a-
thons, to be operational by spring. 
The emergency phones, located in front of 
the Art Center and Fogarty, and in the rear of 
Whipple and Gaige halls, as well as the J lot 
side of the New Building, were installed 
recently. The phones have an emergency ID 
code and have been appropriately placed to 
aid students, faculty and staff in the event of 
an emergency. They have a blue strobe which 
activates for quick location identification and a 
direct dailing panic button to the campus 
police station. 
The new emergency phones join the list of 
already existing phones located at the 
entrance of each residence hall, the west side 
of Donovan, the Recreation Center, Parking 
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY: RIC Patrolman James V. Yeitz explains the 
operation of the campus' newly-installed blue-light tel~phon'!s to Ker~i-
Lynn Rondeau, director of Browne Hall, and Dave Carull1, a resident assis-
tant in Thorp Hall. (What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley) 
lot B, and the foyer area of most buildings 
"and serve to enhance the security and 
safety of members of the College commu-
nity," said Campus Police Chief Cy Cote. 
Over the past few academic years SCG, 
Inc., has allocated funds forother projects. 
They include: purchasing two copy machines 
for the library; securing a battery charger for 
students to charge dead car batteries; funds 
for baseball/softball dugouts; advertising 
support for the passage of the two higher 
education bond issues; two seats in the 
Gaige Hall "Take a Seat" fund raiser; and 
approximately $40,000 to institute a campus 
information system through a number of 
kiosks set up across campus. 
Cummings named Executive in Residence 
Continued from page 1 
noted, "and has worked to inspire 
many others to follow his example in 
providing voluntary service to the 
community." 
During an interview held in the 
second floor conference room of 
Whipple Hall, home of the Center 
for Management and Technology, 
where Cummings will work out ofin 
his new position, he recalled that his 
first experience with the College 
occurred 15 years ago when he 
joined the RIC Foundation, leading 
the organization as president from 
1985-1987. 
His attraction to the College never 
waned, Cummings said. When he 
made the decision to retire from the 
bank, he began "giving serious 
thought" to joining academia in a 
capacity "which would be beneficial 
to the College and to the students." 
He said, "I am here to be called 
upon." 
community "to let them know about 
the tremendous job the school is 
doing," and to create an on-going 
speakers program with promjnent 
Rhode Island public and private busi-
ness executives. In the long run, he 
anticipates working with the busi-
ness sector to develop coalitions for 
future internships for students. 
(The first public forum scheduled 
through the Executive in Residence 
Program and Cummings will be by 
Marcel Valois, state director of the 
Economic Development Corporation, 
who will present the topic 
"Opportunities of the Rhode Island 
Economy'' at RIC on Wednesday, Feb. 
5 at 4 p.m. in Whipple Hall, room 
102. The event is free and open to 
the public.) 
Cummings, who as recent as three 
months ago received the Greater 
Providence Chamber of Commerce 
Corporate Leader of the Year Award, 
and remains a board member of 
Citizens Financial Group, Inc. and is 
a director of CFG, Citizens Bank of 
Rhode Island, Citizens Bank of 
Massachusetts and Citizens Bank of 
New Hampshire. He was president 
of Citizens from 1986 through 1992. 
He is past chairman of the Greater 
Providence Chamber of Commerce 
and has served as national president 
of the American Institute of Banking 
and president of the Rhode Island 
Bankers Association. He has also 
served as president of the Rhode 
Island Philharmonic and the 
Narragansett Council of Boy Scouts 
of America, and is a director of the 
Rhode Island Public Expenditure 
Council, Roger Williams Hospital, 
and Community Services of United 
Way of Southeastern New England. -
In addition, Cummings is a mem-
ber of the Capital Center 
Commission, a trustee of the 
The first public forum will be by Marcel Valois, state director of the Economic 
Development Corporation, who will present the topic "Opportunities of the Rhode 
Island Economy" at RIC on Wednesday, Feb. 5 at 4 p.m. in Whipple Hall, room 102. The 
event is free and open to the public. 
Indeed! exclaims Interim Director of 
the Center Natalie Sahba, who is 
extremely "excited and grateful" for the 
opportunity to work alongside 
Cummings in order to expand on the 
business networking for the Center 
and to provide extra value and expo-
sure to the business world for students. 
Not one to sit still for too long, 
Cummings has already met with the 
chairs of the departments, toured 
the facilities, and is getting comfort-
able in his "new" office in Whipple. 
In addition, Sahba and he have iden-
tified specific goals to achieve "in the 
short and the long run," he said. 
Immediately, Cummings plans to 
help organize and chair an advisory 
committee to the Center; provide 
classroom lecturing when asked; 
increase relations with the business 
is hailed as one of the state's most 
successful businessmen. In the com-
ing months when he addresses stu-
dents in the classroom who ask for 
the "keys to his success," he'll 
respond by telling them that a good 
management philosophy and com-
mon sense make the difference. 
"Develop a team. Give that team the 
accountability to do the job. Pay 
them according to their performance. 
Create the environment for people to 
grow and provide checks and bal-
ances." 
Cummings officially retired from 
the bank in December as vice chair-
man of Citizens Financial Group Inc. 
after serving there the last 27 years 
of a 41 year career in the financial 
services industry. He will retain an 
office in the Citizens bank building 
National Conference and has also 
served as chair of the Meeting Street 
Center's 1994 campaign. 
He was national president of the 
American Institute of Banking, the 
Educational Division of the 
American Bankers Association and a 
member of its Committee on Policy 
and Development and its Board of 
Directors. 
A 1955 graduate of Fairleigh 
Dickenson University, the 
Barrington resident is also a 197 4 
graduate of the Brown University 
Graduate School of Savings and 
Banking and has lectured at 
Fairfield University's School of 
Finance and Management in its 
Center for Financial Studies. 
At RIC, Cummings can be reached 
by calling the Center at 456-8009. 
Alumni scholarship 
Continued from page 1 
to be an intellectual, and the ways 
to reach out to one's maximum aca-
demic potential is Dr. White, Ph.D. 
professor at RIC. I worked closely 
with him over the past three years, 
in the classroom and on my junior 
proposal for the Senior Honors 
Project, that is going to be one of my 
biggest challenges during my senior 
year. 
My sophomore year at RIC has 
been the year of struggle and con-
stant challenge. I had chosen biol-
ogy as my major, but during my 
junior year I decided to major in 
psychology. I entered the project 
with Dr. White, which was called 
The Effects of Magnetic in Tenebrio 
molitor. Together with other 
research assistants we have suc-
cessfully completed the study in 
January of 1996. This study has 
been presented by other research 
assistants at Eastern Psychological 
Conference in Philadelphia, in April 
of 1996. I will further work on a 
similar project with Dr. White in 
the fall of 1996, which I chose to be 
my honors project. 
This project means a lot to me. 
Besides my regular school work, 
doing this project helped me gain an 
in-depth knowledge of the field I 
was not familiar with, and tested 
my perseverance. Dr. White did not 
only help me work on this project, 
but he also guided me with his 
example through the field of psy-
chology, showing me what it takes · 
to be a good scientist, and a good 
person. Inside the classroom, Dr. 
White offered insightful, philosophi-
cal, and by the same token, scien-
tific style of teaching, that aided in 
my decision to academically further 
myself. 
Besides psychology, I decided to 
explore other areas, such as politics 
and economy, and try to find how I 
can contribute to the peace of my 
homeland, which is former 
Yugoslavia. There is a long road 
ahead of me. My three years at RIC 
helped me take that road. I was for-
tunate to be surrounded with the 
people who were a big support net-
work for me. My dream is to help 
generations to come to live in peace 
and relative economic prosperity. I 
hope that when I apply for the 
Graduate Program in International 
Affairs next year, that dream will 
come true. 
Being away from my family for 
five years, is hard, but not impossi-
ble. I became more independent, 
and a stronger person. The war is 
almost over, but my generation paid 
the biggest price in that war. Many 
young men of my age died in that 
war, because of political games and 
the selfishness of many politicians 
in my country. The rest, like myself, 
are scattered throughout the world, 
trying to find a better life for them-
selves. Two years ago when the war 
was at its worst, I was so bitter 
about it, that I simply tried to deny 
that part of my life. Today, I realize 
that the Civil War in my country 
was a misfortune, but that experi-
ence had an important impact on 
my life, and made me realize what I 
want to do. I hope that one day, I 
will be able to influence people to 
stop the wars, and bring peace and 
prosperity, not just in my country, 
but everywhere else in the world 
where they are needed. I hope that 
no one experiences the scattering of 
one's country. like I did. Because, 
when the country falls apart, the 
dreams, ideals, and optimism disap-
pear with it, as well. I believe that 
with the education I gain, I will be 
able to help to prevent that. 
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. RIC Athletics 
DONALD E. TENCHER 
director of intercollegiate athletics, intramurals 
and recreation 
456-8007 
Warmth, sunshine and tough competition greet RIC 
basketball team·s in Florida 
The men's and women's basketball 
teams traveled to Florida during the 
first week of January. The trip wa s 
filled with plenty of good weather, 
warm meetings with alumni from 
the Miami , Ft . Myers , and St. 
Augu stine areas , and very good com-
petition. 
The RIC student athletes held 
their own in every game despite the 
fact tp.at they were playing against 
_ very good s~holarship programs. 
We hope next year's events will be 
even bigger . and better! 
Aquatics offerings at Recreation Center 
· The Rec Center is offering m;;i.ny 
instructional, fitness and recreational 
aquatics programs this semester. An 
American Red Cross Lifeguard 
Training Course will be held on 
Thursdays from 6 to 9 p.m., begin-
ning Feb. 6 and running through 
May 1. The fee for students and Rec 
Center members is $80 (non-mem-
bers, $95). The course includes 
instruction in first aid and CPR for 
the professional rescuer. Participants 
must be at least 15 years old and 
li'4 
t/6 
J1l4 
,,Jl18 
ll/21 
Connecticu 
-B'o&~~ 
ID~ mouth 
strong . swimmers . 
A NAUI Open Water I SCUBA 
Course will meet Tuesdays from 6 to 
9 p.m ., Feb. 18-April 29. The fee for 
students and Rec Center members is 
$215 (non-members $250). For a 
taste of what SCUBA is all about, 
sign up for a.free diving experience, 
Tuesday, Feb. 11 from 6:30 to 8:30 
p.m. 
The evening includes a short intro-
duction and video presentation, fol-
lowed by an instructor-guided dive 
in the pool. 
Swimming instruction for adults 
. and children who are members are 
also offered. In addition, 17 aquatic 
exercise classes are held per week, 
free of charge for members. 
Several fitness swimming, aquatic 
exercise and personal training clin-
ics are scheduled throughout the 
semester as well. 
For more information , please call 
Alan Salemi at 456-8227 or Janice 
Fifer at 456-8238. 
RIC JLUAfNI Nl6HT! 
The Alumni A11ocialion 
invile, our alumni 
and lheir familie1 
lo come cheer on 
lhe RIC Afen/1 Ba,kelha/1 
leam al ii, hol!'e game 
v,. lhe Univer1ily of 
Afa11achu1eff1-Darlmoulh 
Tue1day, feh. 11 
7:30 p.m. 
Alhlelic Complex 
No charge for RIC alumni! -
Come show your 1upporl! 
Basketball 
On Jan. 15, Alex Butler, Rhode 
Island College's pre-season All 
American men's basketball team 
guard scored his 2000 and 2001 
points of his career when he 
knocked home the first basket of 
the game against Eastern 
Connecticut State University. 
The Anchormen won the game 
with a score of 87-66 making the 
team record 7-5. Butler had 21 
points in the game. 
Butler became only the third 
2000 point scorer in RIC history. 
Leading the list is Ricky Wilson, 
Class of 1972, with 2653 points, 
followed by Dick Rouleau, Class 
of 1968, with 2183. As of Jan. 15,, 
Butler was leading the NCAA 
Division III in scoring, averaging 
27.0 points per game. 
·Wrestling 
RIC's Jay Almeida, who wres-
tles in the 126-lb. division, has 
been named Pilgrim League 
wrestler of the week. The 
Warwick native was 3-1 at the 
Southern Connecticut Duals 
recently. 
Gymnastics 
The RIC gymnastics team has 
been ranked fourth nationally, 
according to the National 
Collegiate Gymnastics 
Association-Division III. The 
Anchorwomen follow Ithaca 
College, leading the list with 
142.65 points; Springfield College 
(141.58) and Ursinas (142.65). 
The top eight teams qualify for 
the NCGA National 
Championship. RIC beat third 
ranked Ursinas Jan. 18. 
Alumni chatter 
Congratulations to RIC alum-
nus and CCRI basketball coach 
Vin Cullen, Class of 1955, who 
achieved a coaching milestone 
recently with his 600th victory. 
This puts Cullen toward the top 
of the list of the country's high-
est-ranked coaches and positions 
him as New England's top all-
time college coach. 
It was great to see former RIC 
basketball star Dr. Cesar 
Palomeque, Class of 1979, in 
Florida. Palomeque is a dentist in 
the Miami area and has con-
sented to be the alumni chair for 
RIC in the southeast Florida 
area 
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African-American History Month at_ RIC - continued from page 1 
maintains a pool of lawyers who 
specialize in lawsuits involving civil 
rights violations and racially moti-
vated crimes. He was involved in 
the development of the Civil Rights 
Memorial in Alabama, which bears 
the names of 40 men, women and 
children who lost their lives during 
the civil rights movement. (The 
memorial was dedicated in 1989.) 
He is the author of Gathering 
Storm: America's Militia Threat, the 
autobiography, A Season for Justice, 
and Hate on Trial: The Case Against 
America's Most Dangerous Neo-
Nazi. In addition, -NBC produced a 
movie about his life, Line of Fire. He 
receiv~d the 1987 Trial Lawyer of 
the Year award from the Trial 
Lawyers for Public Justice 
Association, and the Martin Luther 
King Jr. Memorial Award from the 
National Education Association in 
1991. 
Dees' visit is also being presented 
as part of the Office of the President 
and the RIC Diversity Project's pub-
lic forums and ongoing exploration 
of issues on diversity and inclusion. 
. Last spring Sonia Niento, an author, 
scholar and educator from the 
University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst presented the topic _ 
"Affirming Diversity ," which was fol-
lowed by a series of workshops . 
Also highlighting the African-
American celebration will be a play 
written by Henry Barnard School 
fifth grade teacher and associate 
professor, Sharon Fennessey, and 
performed by her students. 
ScheduJed for 9:30 a .m . in the 
Student Union Ballroom on 
Wednesday, Feb. 12 and Thursday, • 
Feb. 13, The Loom and the Lash: A 
Conflict of One Rhode Island Family, 
was inspired by the production of 
"negro cloth," a generic name for a 
coarse material that mixed cotton 
and woolen used exclusively by 
~ ► 
Monday. February 3, 1997 
12 Noon Bell/Chimes Ringing· 
~► 
~► 
o ► lL . 
~► 
T ue5day. February 4, 1997 
3:00 p.m. Video Presentation: History of the Apollo Theater 
The Unity Center/DDC#l4 
Wedne5day, February 5, 1997 
12:30 - 1:30 p.m. Panel Discussion : 
Lest We Forget/The Multicultural Faculty and Staff Pereipective 
The Unity Center/DDC#l4 : 
Thur5day, February 6, 1997 
1:00 p.m. Video Presentation: The History of Intolerance 
Upper Level of Donovan 
Monday. February·10, 1997 
12 Noon Lecture: Hip Hop 
Craig Lee 255 . ► · Wedne5day, February 12, 1997 
1:00 p.m. Black Memorabilia Display and Discussion 
The Unity Center1DDC#14 
7:00 p.m. Film: Menace to Society 
I \ $1 w/RIC ID, $2 general 
,.. Horace Mann 193 
IS) ► 
-~ 
..J ► 
Wednesday. February 12 and 13, 1997 
9:30 a.m. Play: The Loom and the Lash 
Performed by Sharon Fennessey's 5th Grade Class 
at Henry Barnard School 
Student Union Ballroom 
_Tuesday. Fevruary 18. 1997 
7:00 p.m. George Wiley Memorial Program: Race, Labor and The Law 
Alumni Lounge/Roberts Hall 
slaves on plantations. Rhode Island 
manufacturers led the nation in the 
cloth production, primarily in the 
southern parts of the state, under 
mill 0wners Robert Rodman (one 
time state senator), Rowland G. 
Hazard and William Sprague (a for-
mer governor) . 
The leading character, Robert 
Richmond, a composite of several 
leading manufacturers during that 
era, is an anti-abolitionist and an 
owner of a mill in North Kingstown. 
His daughter, Emily, is secretly 
involved with the Society of 
Abolitionists, and also works to bring 
slaves out of the south through the 
Underground Railroad . She helps a 
slave Joseph, husband of the house-
maid for the Richmond family, 
escape from a plantation in South 
Carolina to North Kingstown on 
board a ship. The play climaxes 
when Emily's father, acting with a 
mob of violent anti-abolitionists, 
Wedne5day. February 19, 1997 
unknowingly attacks his own daugh-
ter and friends as they emerge from 
the abolitionists meeting. 
The production is the culminating 
activity of an integrated curriculum 
project -in language, social studies 
and the arts, according to Fennessey. 
All of the fifth graders will partici-
pate in a variety of roles. 
Also scheduled for Wednesday, 
Feb. 26 from 12:45 until 1:45 p.m. in 
the Student Union Ballroom will be 
a "profiles in history/soul food buf-
fet." Advanced tickets are $3 with 
RIC ID, or $5, general admission. 
At 6:45 p .m . that evening in Roberts 
Hall auditorium will be a gospel con-
ceit featuring Freda Battle and 
Family. In addition, the film 
Malcolm X will be shown at 7 p.m. in 
Horace Mann, room 193 for $1 with 
RIC ID or $2 general admission. 
For a full schedule of events, 
please see below. For further infor-
mation, call 456-8791. 
► 12:30 - 2:00 p.ni. Lecture by Morris Dees, Gen~ral Counsel, Southern Poverty Law Center 
► 
► 
► 
Gaige Hall Auditorium 
2:30 - 4:00 p.m. Panel with Community Leaders 
Gaige Hall Auditorium 
7:00 p.m. Film: To f?leep with Anger 
$1 w/RIC ID, $2 general 
Horace Mann 193 
After film, discussion by Donald King/Black Repertory Company 
Thur5d.;:ty. February 20, 1997 
' 11:00 -12:30 p.m. Discussion of book: Colored People 
Alumni Lounge/Roberts Hall 
10:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. Harambee Party! 
$2 w/RIC ID, $5 gener:al 
Student Union Ballroom 
Wednesday. February 26. 1997 
12:45 - 1:45 p.m. Profiles In History/Soul Food Buffet 
Advanced tickets $3 w/RIC ID, ·$5 general 
Student Union Ballroom 
6:45 p.m. Gospel Concert featuring Freda Battle and Family 
Roberts Hall Auditorium 
7:00 p.m. Film: Malcolm X 
$1 w/RIC ID, $2 general 
Horace Mann 193 
Friday, February 28, 1997 
9:30 - 10:30 a.m. Coffee Hour & Closing Ceremony 
The Unity Center/DDC#14 
Also: Month Long Exhil:,it in Adams Ul:,rary Lobl:,y 
& Henry Barnard School Children Art Exhibit at The Unity Center 
Adami; Library 
African and Afro-American Studiei; , 
Program 
Dialogue on Diveri;lty Committee 
Donovan Dining Center 
Englii;h Department-
Harambee Organizat-ion 
Henry Barnard School 
Hii;tory Department-
Multicultural Faculty and 5t-aff 
A660ciat-lon 
Performing and Fine Art6 Commli;i;ion 
Prali;e Eni;emble Choir of Rhode 
li;land College 
Rhode li;land College Film Societ-y 
Sociology Department. 
Student- Engagement- ·and 
Leaming Committee 
The Unity Center of Rhode li;land 
College 
Cont« .e-401-45&8791 
S. Elizabeth Campbell ScholarShip to go to education student 
Rhode Island College President 
John Nazarian and other College 
officials, education faculty, teachers, 
student teachers and guests will 
honor the first recipient of the S. 
Elizabeth Campbell Scholarship 
Saturday, Feb. 8, in the Faculty 
Center dining room while honoring 
the benefactor herself, a graduate of 
the Class of 1931 who retired as pro-
fessor emerita in 1972 after 40 years 
as an educator. 
A $1,000 scholarship will be 
awarded annually as an endowed 
scholarship from funds already in 
the RIC Foundation to an under-
graduate education major, who 
intends to embark on a career in 
teaching. 
Coupled with the presentation 
will be · a conference on the topic of 
portfolios in teacher assessment fea-
turing speakers Jay Simmons, pro-
fe-ssor at Boston ,University, and 
Mary Brennan, principal of the Fox 
Pofnt School in Providence. 
Many school districts are imple-
menting, or are moving toward, the 
use of teacher portfolios in hiring 
and tenure decisions, notes Joan I. 
Glazer, profess7r of elementary edu-
cation. 
A full breakfast buffet starts at 
8:30 a.m. followed by the awarding 
of the scholarship and then the 
speaking program. 
The S. Elizabeth Campbell '31 
Fund was established by friends 
and colleagues of Campbell at the 
time of her retirement to serve as a 
source of funding for periodic lec-
tures or conferences focusing on ele-
mentary education and student 
teachers. A number was held over 
the years. 
She expressed her wishes that 
the fun-a now be used as a source of 
scholarships and changes were 
effected by Marguerite M. Brown, 
RIC Foundation executive director. 
Campbell earned her master of 
education degree cum laude from 
Boston University and her educa-
tion doctorate from Harvard. 
At one time she served as the 
state consultant in elementary edu-
cation with the Rhode Island State 
Department of Education and was 
later appointed to the United States 
National Committee for Childhood 
Education. 
_ Campbell now resides in East 
Bay Manor in East Providence. 
G.L. 
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It's the T.N. T. of melodramas - Tense, Nerve-wracking, Terrific! 
Agatha Chris-tie's biggest hit, The Mousetrap, by RIC 
Theatre is Feb. 20-23 
by George LaTour 
What's News Associate Editor 
The Mousetrap , the most success-
ful mystery melodrama ever written 
by the Mistress of the Mystery, 
Agatha Christie, will be performed by 
Rhode Island College Theatre Feb . 
20-23 with evening and matinee per-
formances in Roberts Hall audito-
rium. 
Adapted in 194 7 for the stage from 
a short radio play, Three Blind Mice, 
it opened in London in November of 
1952. It is the eerie story of three 
murders set in a snowbound guest-
house. 
All the guests, who turn out to have 
an unusual amount of secrets and 
strange manners, seem to have a pos-
sible connection with a gruesome 
London murder, news of which has 
been coming in over the radio, and 
even the young couple, who are just 
launching their newly-inherited 
house as an inn, do not escape suspi-
cion. 
When a police sergeant arrives 
over .the snow on skis; it appears that 
someone in the house is the escaped 
murderer, and that he (or she) has 
come to seek further revenge for long-
past injustice by killing two others 
who have been foregathered in the 
mansion. ( One of the intended vic-
tims manages to escape death in the 
end.) 
Until the plot is unraveled, the 
audience is left uncertain as to who is 
the criminal, and who are his (or her) 
intended victims. 
· - "Agatha's -puzzle is incredible ," said 
the Daily Herald of London, where in 
1992 the 40th anniversary and the 
16,651st performance of The 
Mousetrap was celebrated, making it 
the longest-running legitimate stage 
play in history. 
Duchess of Death . 
Agatha Christie, the Duchess of 
Death, who spent a half century of 
her life figuring out new ways of 
killing off her fictional victims, was, 
paradoxically, a shy, old-fashioned 
matron, who shunned the spotlight 
for herself even as her typewriter (or, 
after arthritis set in, her tape 
RIC Woodwind 
Quintet in Feb. 12 
chamber series 
Rhode Island College Woodwind 
Quintet will be performing at the 
Wednesday, Feb. 12, chamber 
music series after an absence of 
nearly eight years. Time of the per-
formance, which is free and open 
to the public, is 1 p.m. in Roberts 
Hall 138. 
The members of the quintet -
Susan Thomas, flute; Denise 
Plaza-Martin, oboe (guest artist); 
Philip McClintock, clarinet; Susan 
Woods Bassoon and Elizabeth 
Gates, horn - contribute to the 
musical life of our state as mem-
bers of major performing organiza-
tions, •including the Rhode Island 
Philharmonic Orchestra -and the 
Rhode Island Civic Chorale and 
Orchestra. 
They will present Heiden's 
Sinfonia for Woodwind Quintet, 
Cambini's Quintet No. 3 and 
Hindemith's Kleine Kammermusik 
fur funf Blaser. 
For more information, call John 
Pellegrino, series coordinator, at 
456-8244. 
FEELING TRAPPED: Rehearsing a scene from the upcoming production of 
Agatha Christie's "The Mousetrap" are {I to r) Randy Brodeur, playing 
Trotter; Kim Williams, playing Miss Casewell; and Lara Hakeem, playing 
Mollie. (What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley) · 
recorder) eschewed violence and gore. 
The outward appearance of a pearl-
bedecked grandmother disguised an 
inherent charm and good nature, giv-
ing little indication that she was the 
master writer of mysteries in the 
20th century and one of the wealthi-
est writers in the world. 
The world of Agatha Christie was 
basically an amiable affluent 
Victorian abode inhabited by wealthy 
country squires, affable young people, 
titled aristocrats and well-bred com-
moners - all mingling at manor 
house parties amid a backdrop of bug-
eyed maids, respectful gardeners and 
tradesmen, doltish constables and 
indefatigable detectives. 
Whether Birmingham or Baghdad, 
it was a world of genteel dinners sel-
dom devoid of mannered conversation 
merely because a corpse had been dis-
covered in the library - and a corpse 
was ALWAYS discovered- and the 
characters were intertwined by one 
red thread: murder. 
To her, the puzzle, not the pain, lay 
at the heart of her stories and its 
unraveling she left to "the little gray 
cells" of the methodical Hercule Poirot 
or the intuition of the lace-and laven-
der-draped Jane Marple. 
Some of her other works include 
her adaptation of Witness for the 
Prosecution as well as Murder on the 
Orient Express, Death on the Nile, 
Murder, She Said, and Ten Little 
Indians. 
Adjunct theatre faculty member 
and RIC alumna (Class of 1981) 
Patricia Tulli-Hawkridge will direct 
the play. See next issue of What's 
News for a profile of her. 
Performances are at 8 p.m. 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Feb. 
20-22, and a 2 o'clock matinee on 
Sunday, Feb. 23. Tickets are $10 with 
discounts for senior citizens and stu-
dents and may be purchased in 
advance by telephone via VISA or 
Mastercard by calling 456-8060. The 
box office is open for in-person sales 
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. daily and 
until time of performance on perfor-
mance dates. 
Cast Members 
The lead roles will be played by 
senior Lara Hakeem of Pawtucket as 
Molly and sophomore Mark Tidd of 
Smithfield as Giles. 
Other cast members and their 
hometowns are: Kim Williams of 
Warwick, Jamie M. Manzi of 
Clayville, Neil G. Santoro of 
Pawtucket, Randy R. Brodeur of 
Pascoag, Michele L. Bourget of 
Woonsocket, and Alfred Pratt of 
Esmond. -
Kristen A. Williams is ~ssistant to 
the director; Jason M. Bloom is stage 
manager, and Kristen F. Vaillancourt 
and Sarah A. Craveiro, assistant 
stage managers. 
Violist Hsin-Yun Huang to perform with Muir Strings Feb. 10 
Hsin-Yun Huang, v:iolist with the 
Borromeo String Quartet, will per-
form the Brahms Quintet in F 
Major, Opus 88, with the Muir 
String Quartet in the Rhode Island 
College Performing Arts Series 
Monday, Feb. 10, in Gaige Hall 
auditorium. 
Other selections on the program 
will be Haydn's Quartet No. 2 in D 
Minor, Opus 76 ("Quinten") and 
the Bartok Quartet No. 3. 
Reserved-seat tickets are $18 
with discounts for senior citizens 
and students. Tickets may be pur-
chased in advance by phone via 
VISA or Mastercard by calling 456-
8194 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. -daily 
· or at the Roberts Hall (not Gaige 
Hall) box office from 10 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. daily and until the time 
of performance on Feb. 10. 
Huang has garnered numerous 
international awards, including 
the first prize at the 1993 ARD 
Competition in Munich and the 
1988 Lionel Tertis Competition on 
the Isle of Man. She is the recipi-
ent of the prestigious 1993 
Bunkamura Orchard Hall Award 
in Tokyo. 
Her solo performances with such 
orchestras as the Bavarian Radio 
Symphony and the Tokyo 
HSIN-YUN HUANG 
Philharmonic have been telecast 
internationally. 
In demand in her native Taiwan, 
Huang appears there several times 
a year in recital and with orches-
tra, and was recently presented in 
a private recital for President Lee 
Teng-Hui. 
Her engagements last year 
included solo appearances with the 
Berlin Radio Orchestra, the 
Russian State and the Taipei City 
symphonies. 
As a chamber musician, she has 
appeared in festivals in the United 
States, Canada and Europe. 
She studied at the Yehudi 
Menuhin School.in Surrey, U.K. 
and holds degrees from the Curtis 
Institute and the Juilliard School. 
Huang has been the violist with 
the Borromeo String Quartet since 
1994, and serves on the faculty at 
the New England Conservatory. 
The Muir String Quartet is now 
in its fourth season of performing 
critically acclaimed chamber music 
in the RIC Performing Arts Series. 
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RIC CALENDAR 
Tuesdays 
11 a.m.-Stress · Management 
Laboratory in Craig-Lee 130. This 
group is designed to introduce stu-
dents to a variety of stress manage-
ment and relaxation strategies, and 
includes the use of biofeedback 
equipment to help individuals 
develop greater physiological self-
control. No appointment or intake 
interview is required, and students 
may attend as often as they wish. 
For more information, call 456-8094, 
or drop by the Counseling Center, 
CL 130. 
Thursdays 
Feb. 6 through May 1-Lifeguard 
Training Course held in the 
Recreation Center pool from 6 to 
9:15 p.m. For further information, 
call Aquatics at 456-8277. 
6-9 Thursday 
Theatre: Torch Song Trilogy written 
by Harvey Feinstein and directed by 
Frank Toti. 8 p.m., Feb. 6-8 and 2 
p.m., Feb. 9 in Roberts Little 
Theatre. Pay what you can. limited 
seating. 
6-28 Thursday 
Art: Sam Ames-"Metal/Plastic/Flesh: 
New Drawings and Paintings" 
Opening: 7 -9:30 p.m. 
7 Friday 
Bus leaves . SU at 8 p.m. $5 tickets at 
SU Info Desk and Rec Center 
includes bus, bowling, shoe rental, 
pizza, prizes. Sponsored by RIC 
Recreation and Student Activities. 
8 Saturday 
Bus Trip to Quincy Market. Bus 
leaves SU at 10 a.m. and returns to 
RIC at 5 p.m. $4 tickets at SU Info 
Desk. Sponsored by Student 
Activities, 456-8034. 
10 Monday 
8 p.m.-Music: Muir String Quartet 
with Hsin-Yun Huang in Gaige 
Auditorium. Part of the Performing 
Arts Series. Reserved seating $18, 
senior citizens and RIC faculty/staff 
$16, non-RIC students $14, RIC stu-
dents $5. 
11 Tuesday 
6:30 to 8 p.m.-Free Scuba 
Experience in Rec Center pool. For 
further information, call Aquatics, 
456-8227. (Classes begin Feb. 18 
through April 29.) 
7 to 9:00 p.m.-Eucalyptus Heart 
Wreath Class in SU #211. $1 tickets, 
materials list and sample at SU Info 
Desk. Sponsored by Student 
Activities, 456-8034. 
FEB 
12 Wednesday 
12:30 to 2 p.m.-Speaking for the 
Terrified. This eight week self-help 
group is intended for students whose 
anxiety about speaking in public sit-
uations (classes, work, social groups) 
interferes with their success or hap-
piness. For more information, call 
456-8094, or drop by the Counseling 
Center, CL 130. 
7 p.m.-Film: Menace to Society in 
Horace Mann #193. $1 with RIC ID/ 
$2 general. Sponsored by Film 
Society. 
3 1 7 
12& 13 Wed. & Thurs. 
11 a.m. to 6 p.m.-Senior Portraits 
for Yearbook. No appointment neces-
sary in Yearbook Office, SU #304. 
First sitting-free/re-sits $5-last 
chance . 
14 Friday 
7:30 p.m.-Valentine's Day Dance in 
SU Ballroom. $5 with student ID in 
advance/$8 day of dance. For tickets 
and info, call SOS, 456-8122. 
ATALANTA, 1996, oil on canvass, 40 x 42, by Sam Ames 
"Metal/Plastic/Flesh: New Drawings and Paintings" by Rhode Island College 
art professor Sam Ames will be on exhibit in Bannister Gallery Feb. 6-28. The 
opening on Feb. 6 will be from 7-9 p.m. Ames will discuss his work in a gallery 
talk on Feb. 13 at 7 p.m. Both the exhibit and gallery talk are free and open to 
the public. For most of hi~ career as an artist, Ames has focused on examining 
the depth of the so-called ordinary, exploring the space called realism or rep-
resentation in painting. While he has held to tradition - the canvas, the paint, 
the brushes and the model - he also has achieved a balance b_etween com-
pelling narrative and strong formal innovation. He plumbs the psycho-sexual 
depths behind the eyeball and the picture plane, which can evoke alarm from 
realists and abstractionists alike. Regular gallery hours are Tuesday through 
Saturday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 6-9. 
Closed holidays. For more information, call Dennis O'Malley, gallery director, 
at 456-9765. 
Notice of Affirmative Action and Nondiscrimination . 
13 Thursday 
noon to 1:30 p.m.-Coping with 
Jealousy in CL 130 with Dr. Tom 
Lavin. Jealousy has no doubt ruined 
many a Valentine's Day, and is a 
major source of relationship conflict 
and even violence. This workshop 
will explore the meaning and causes 
of jealousy, and discuss practical 
ways to keep the green-eyed mon-
ster at bay. 
7 p.m.-Art: Sam Ames, Gallery 
Talk in Bannister Gallery. 
15 Saturday 
Yankee Candle Company Trip to So. 
Deerfield, Massachusetts. Bus 
leaves SU at 9 a.m. and returns at 5 
p.m. $10 tickets at SU Info Desk. 
Sponsored by Student Activities, 
456-8034. 
Sports Events 
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Rhode Island G_o~lege is committed ~o equal_ o_pportuni_ty and _affi~":ative action. No st1':dent,. employee, or applicant will be denied admission , employment, or access to programs and activities because 
of race, sex~ ~eligion, ag~, color, nation<;l orig~n,_ han~icap I disabilit:>: st~tu_s, s~xual orientation I preference, or veteran status . This College policy is in concert with state and federal nondiscrimination 
laws. Inquiries concerning the Colleges administration of the nondiscrimination laws should be addressed to the College director of affirmative action. Reasonable accommodation upon request. 
